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AIR POLLUTION INCREASES YOUR RISKS
OF CONTRACTING AND DYING FROM 
COVID-19 BY 15%..
      HARVARD UNIVERSITY RESEARCH
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It is scary, isn’t it?

A research from  Harvard University found that high air 
pollution level increases your risks of getting..
and dying from Covid-19 by 15%!

Air pollution affects you and your loved ones in ways 
you might not suspect

Air Pollution affects the health of everyone..

Everyone who breathes that is..

but especially pregnant women and children

PREGNANT WOMEN AND AIR 
POLLUTION
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● Why do some who contract Covid-19 die?

● Why do some who contract Covid-19 have no
 symptoms at all-the only way they know they
 have it, is when they get tested

● Why do some who contract Covid have just mild
 symptoms?

● And why do some infected with Covid-19 end
 up on ventilators and/or die?

The answers to these may depend on..

● Where you live-do you live near freeways, rai 
loads, shipyards, airports, refineries etc.

● Your Lifestyle-do you eat right, smoke, sleep well

● Are you constantly under stress, anxious etc

● Do you work the graveyard shift-believe it or not, 
graveyard shift disrupts your body's Circadian 
Rhythm and depresses your immune system!
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Air pollution is dangerous to everyone's health

But it is especially dangerous to women who are pregnant

Pregnant women exposed to high levels of air pollution 
are more likely to have children with lower IQs, 
researchers found

Research from both University of Washington and 
University of California, San Francisco found that   
pregnant women exposed to high pollution level produce 
children with lower IQ-confirming researches from other 
institutions

HEALTHMATE IS THE BEST AIR PURIFIER TO REDUCE
YOUR RISKS OF CONTRACTING AND DYING FROM 
COVID-19..Click image below

https://shrsl.com/2xjaw
https://shrsl.com/2xjaw
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Pollution is not just in outside environment or in a 
stuffy bar

It is in your house

    In fact, your house may be 

    more polluted than a smoke
          filled bar!
You can't see it

Actually you could!

Look at the air in your house in the shaft of sunlight 
that comes through the door or window

See those nasty particles floating in the sunlight 
shaft?

Those are pollutants

You might consider them as just innocent micro dust

They are not!
And they could be deadly

You may not otherwise see them, but they could destroy 
your health-or even kill you

Visit other pages on 

https://www.nontoxiclivingchoices.com

https://www.nontoxiclivingchoices.com/
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Here are some of the things that make your indoor air 
unsafe..

● Odors

● Smoke

● Pets

● Exhaust fumes from automobiles

● Virus particles

● Bacteria particles

● Fumes from paint

● Fumes from furniture

● Dry cleaned clothes

● Your Perfumes/Colognes

● You cleaning products

● Gases

● Vapors 

● Pollution from burning wood in your fireplace

● Smoking indoors

● Aerosols from sprays

● Fumes from indoor Cooking   

● Other fumes etc. 
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Long list, RIGHT?

All these could compromise your health

Nothing should go into your lungs except 
pure air
But most of the particles in your home are harmful

➔ Some of these are lung irritants

➔ They could increase your susceptibility to 
    diseases that could kill you

➔ They could certainly reduce your ability to
    breathe and get oxygen to your cells

➔ And, according to that Harvard University
    research, they increase your risk of 
    contracting, and dying   from Covid-19

Remember the Harvard research I cited above

the research that found that air pollution increases 
your risks of Covid-19-and dying from it?

Well..
How does air pollution put you at a higher risk of 
Covid-19?

Let's explore SOME of the ways, shall we?
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AIR POLLUTION RESPIRATION AND ENERGY 
PRODUCTION

Air pollution increases your risks of respiratory 
diseases

If you have a respiratory disease such as Emphysema, 
Asthma, you may have to fight for air a lot of the time

The health of your cells depends on them getting enough 
oxygen

Oxygen is needed by these cells to produce energy and 
carry out all its biological processes

How does it do that?

RESPIRATION MITOCHONDRIA AND ENERGY

This it does in a process known as Respiration

What is Respiration?
Respiration is a process by which cells generate energy 
for the thousands of biological processes in your body 
so you can live
That’s the best I can do without going into some 
Biochemistry mumbo-jumbo
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Biochemistry is NOT the focus of this piece

But there are 2 forms of Respiration..

➢Aerobic and

➢Anaerobic respiration

What your body needs is aerobic respiration

That is the healthiest way for your body to produce 
Energy

BUT..
IF there is not enough oxygen, your body resorts to 
anaerobic respiration

WHAT'S WRONG WITH THAT?
A lot really!

One of the results of this anaerobic respiration is 
ALCOHOL-a toxin to your cells

The lack of Oxygen in the cells and the accumulation of 
toxins is a risk for serious diseases

In fact, according to Dr Otto Warburg, these are 
the major causes of Cancer

Visit other pages on

https://www.nontoxiclivingchoices.com

https://www.nontoxiclivingchoices.com/
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WHO IS DR WARBURG?
Well, we’ll get to that shortly

But first, here is a sad fact

Covid-19 attacks the lungs and deprives its victims of 
oxygen!!

That's why some of its victims end up on Ventilators

But it gets worse-if that's possible

Lack of energy in the cells also depresses your immunity

ENGLISH TRANSLATION?

Your body's ability to fight off diseases in general..

and Covid-19 in particular, is significantly diminished!

And according to Dr Otto Warburg, the 2 Major Causes of 
Cancer are..

Low Cellular Energy

And Low Cellular Oxygen Supply
This is NOT new information either

Visit other pages on 

https://www.nontoxiclivingchoices.com
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Dr Otto Warburg was the scientist who did the original 
research into Cancer prevention and the role of Nitric 
oxide in good health

Why haven't all those Cancer Telethons tell you about Dr
Warburg research?

ASK THEM!
Dr Otto Warburg was awarded the Nobel Prize in Medicine 
for that research in..

are you ready for this ..

1931!

That’s right
POLLUTANTS VIRUSES AND DISEASES 
 Exposure to PM10..

pollutant particles produced by sources such as 

● Power plants

● Cars

● Air traffic

● Railways etc. – 
 was associated with lower IQ
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So if you live near..

  Freeways

  Airports 

  And railroads..

                    the risks to you and your loved ones
are even higher

The pollutant from these sources is a large 2.5 micron

But most pollution particles in your home is smaller 
than that..

they may be as small as 0.3 micron

How are you going to get rid of pollution as small
as 0.3 micron?

With the Austin Air Purifier..

that’s how!

Follow this link or click image to clean the air in your
home..

and reduce your risk of contracting and dying from 
Covid-19 

Visit other pages on 

https://www.nontoxiclivingchoices.com
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You may not be able to clean the pollution at airports, 
railroads and refineries etc.

But you can purify the air in your home to reduce your 
risks of Covid-19 and other serious diseases..

even pollutants as small as 0.3 micron

If you think indoor pollution is just an inconvenience, 
think again 

These Pollutants have very serious consequences for 
everyone-especially people with Allergies..

AND babies

The immune system of babies are NOT fully developed

This is why pollution is dangerous to newborns

Diseases linked to indoor air pollution include..

  Heart disease

  Lung cancer

  Brain development/impairment have been
 linked to PM2.5.

  Strokes

  COPD

  Low IQ in children etc.
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AIR POLLUTION AND YOUR CHILD

THIS COMPANY had developed an air cleaning system 
for a baby's room

This Air Purifier makes it easier for your baby to 
breathe clean air..

and reduce her risks of developmental problems and 
contracting dangerous diseases

Click this link or image above to get this purifier..

AND..
protect your baby!

http://shrsl.com/2xjag
http://shrsl.com/2xjag
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AIR POLLUTION COVID-19 AND 
PREMATURE DEATH

The United Nation health estimates that outdoor and 

indoor air pollution are partly responsible for about 7
million premature deaths annually 
around the world!

What does that mean? 
That means that about 7 million people who die every 
year would otherwise be alive if it had not been for Air
Pollution!

Think about that for a minute!!
And you thought Air Pollution is just something OUT 
THERE

No

●It is in your home

●It is in your body

●It increases your risks of catching Covid-19 

●And it is killing you
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AIR POLLUTION AND VISION

It may sound bizarre

BUT..

Would you believe that pollution could damage your 
vision?

One of the byproducts of cigarette smoking is Carbon
Monoxide

And this is just 1 of many pollutants from cigarette 
smoke

Dr. Suh-Hang Hank Juo, of China Medical University in 
Taiwan proved conclusively that Nitrogen Dioxide [NO2 
common air pollutants—nitrogen dioxide (NO2) and carbon 
monoxide (CO)—are risk factors for age-related Macular 
Degeneration..

a condition that may eventually lead to vision loss

POLLUTION AND CHILDREN

Pollution affects children dis-proportionally

WHY?
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Because their immune system is NOT fully developed

Their bodies are still growing

Their bodies' ability to fight infection is not as 
robust as those of adults

The effects of dangerous air borne particles could 
include..

●   Lung damage

● Emphysema

● Brain impairment

● Damaged immune function etc.

These, and more, are reasons why you should clean 
your indoor air..

for your sake and the sake of your loved ones
You know by now this could reduce your risks of Covid-19

HOW COVID-19 SPREADS

Here's why guidelines for social distancing were enacted

When people talk, sing, shout, sneeze-they expel some 
droplets 

If you are too close to others, it is easy for you to 
inhale these droplets
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In these droplets may be germs, viruses, bacteria 
fragments etc.

The heavier particles fall to the ground

BUT..
The lighter particles, like the Covid-19 virus float in 
the air

It is very easy for you to breathe in these virus 
particles and thus get infected

Social distancing reduces your risks of inhaling these 
particles

But that will not totally eliminate your risks

Which is where air purification comes in

What does an Air Purifier do?

AIR PURIFIERS POLLUTION AND GOOD 
HEALTH
The best Air Purifier removes virtually all airborne 
particles by performing several critical air quality air
filtration functions

The HealthMate Air Purifier for instance, is a 4-stage 
filtration system
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Containing..

 Medical Grade HEPA

 Activated Carbon

It is the best Air Filtration System for eliminating..

● Airborne particles

● Chemicals

● Odors

● Dangerous gases

● Smoke

● Disease particles 

● Vapors 

● Virus, germs and infectious disease particles

It has been tested by respected testing labs like 
Battelle Laboratories and the U.S. Army Corp of 
Engineers for..

●Flow rate

●Flow design

●Removal of vapors gases and sub-micron particles
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All these have been performed on the HealthMate.

With the confidence of the efficacy of HealthMate Air 
purifier established by these tests..

it was chosen by the US Government to fulfill the 
largest deployment of air cleaners in American history! 

But that is NOT the only institution that had chosen 
this incredible air purifier

FEMA and The Red Cross also cast their votes of 
confidence by choosing Healthmate to address the serious
air quality concerns in post 9/11 New York

So when clean air is a critical need and lives depend on
it-and it does-HealthMate is the #1 choice by even the 
US Govt and FEMA!

With its ability to remove 99.97% of airborne particles 
0.3 microns and larger, it is the best air purification 
system to rid your home of disease causing particles and
bad odors

Take a look at your choice of Austin's HealthMate Air 
Purifiers

Click this LINK to Reduce your risk of
Covid-19 and other air borne viruses
and germs

https://shrsl.com/2xjaw
https://shrsl.com/2xjaw
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ALLERGIES CLEAN AIR AND BREATH

IF you have allergies, you know clean air is critical to
your health

Supply of clean air is not a luxury

It could be a matter of life and death

You have an even critical need for clean air to breathe

HealthMate Allergy Machines for Clean Air have been 
designed with the need of people with allergy in mind

Click this link to see your choice of Allergy Clean Air 
Machines

POLLUTION AND CHILDREN

Children, especially babies need clean air

In a world where indoor air is dirtier than a smoked 
filled bar, babies' need for clean air is even more 
important

Visit other pages on 

https://www.nontoxiclivingchoices.com

http://shrsl.com/2xjb3
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Dangerous particles floating unseen in your home could..

● Impair your baby's mental development

● Depress his immune system

● Make him more susceptible to diseases

●Make him more vulnerable to respiratory diseases etc

What can be better to ensure your baby's health than
clean air?

Which is what this Baby Room Air Purification System
does

THE NEXT PANDEMIC?

This Covid-19 may not be the last pandemic we would face

Remember AIDS, and Ebola 

There was a time when  these diseases commanded all our 
attention

They haven't gone away! 
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But they seem to have faded from public consciousness

In the face of Covid-19, we pretend that these scourges 
have been conquered

They haven't!

We are just overwhelmed..

PREOCCUPIED!

But it could get worse

In fact, I am almost sure it would

If you think you have the worst, think again

We thought we had seen the worst with HIV, Ebola

That is until Covid-19 came along!

     OF HUMAN GREED EXCESSES AND
    PANDEMICS

Man is constantly encroaching on wild life habitats

And experts have predicted that animal viruses and germs
would jump to humans
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But that may not be the worst of it

Climate change would affect human health in ways we have
not contemplated yet

Melting ice would thaw out viruses and germs that have 
been frozen for thousands of years

And these viruses and germs would wake up, as happened 
recently with some viruses and roundworms

Who knows what these might unleash on humans

Whatever they unleash would be totally foreign to the 
best of our scientists

It's best to anticipate and prepare..

NOW!

It's best to boost your immune system, clean your 
immediate environment of pollutants to resist what might
come along 

It's best to clean and Purify the air in your immediate 
environment to enhance your health

So..
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ARE YOU GOING TO TAKE ACTION TO PROTECT 
YOURSELF AND YOUR LOVED ONES..

OR 

ARE YOU GOING TO SIT DOWN DO NOTHING 
AND JUST HOPE?

That is not a choice, is it?

Your best bet for a healthier life is to.. 
get one or more of these Air Purifiers

  Get 1 for you-maybe 2

 Get 1-or more for your loved ones

Here are the links again

Baby’s Air Purifier
Allergy Air Purifiers
Regular Indoor Air Purifiers

Click the link[s] NOW

http://shrsl.com/2xjb3
http://shrsl.com/2xjaw
http://shrsl.com/2xjag
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